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Welcome to the
first themed
Lawyers Journal
By Mark Martini

This month you are seeing the first
of our themed Lawyers Journal
editions. These themed editions are
aimed at showcasing the various
divisions and sections of the ACBA
and the substantive area of the law
that they focus on. Although these new
editions will have substantial theme-
specific content, they will continue to
contain subject matter that we hope
will be of interest to the entire
membership. So, in addition to several
family law articles, you’ll find in this
issue Bar Briefs, the opinions list,
photos from recent social events and
articles on subjects such as human
trafficking and the Bar’s annual
collaboration with PICT Theatre.
I’ll keep this message short so that

you can move on to the great articles
that our members have written. 
The ACBA’s Family Law Section is

one of the most active sections in the
Bar, and it has gone above and beyond
in supporting this new concept. Chair
David Slesnick and Vice Chair Dawn
Gull have helped to provide logistical
support to editorial staff, and volunteer
contributors have offered their
expertise in a number of areas, such
as grandparents’ rights, surrogacy, step-
parent support and the intersection of
oil and gas law with family law. The
Collaborative Law Committee has
also stepped up to make this first
edition a success.
And the advertising support for

this project has enabled us to double

Allegheny County outpaces state
in temp PFAs, PFA withdrawals
By Tracy Carbasho 

Statistics show that during a recent
five-year span, temporary PFAs were
approved at a higher rate in Allegheny
County than elsewhere in the state
and that local plaintiffs withdrew
their protection-from-abuse petitions
more frequently than their counterparts
across Pennsylvania.
In February, the Administrative

Office of Pennsylvania Courts
released statewide and county-by-
county data for PFA activity between
2010 and 2014. During this five-year-
span, 31 percent of the processed PFA
petitions were withdrawn by plaintiffs
in Allegheny County, compared to 21
percent across the state. The percentage
of plaintiffs who did not appear in court
after a hearing was scheduled also was
slightly higher locally at 30 percent
compared to 28 percent statewide.
Local court officials say the numbers

are easy to explain.
“Our experience over the past few

years regarding PFA cases shows that
filings and dispositions have been
relatively stable,” said Beth Keenan,
assistant administrator of the
Children’s Court PFA Department.
“Approximately 32 percent of PFA
cases in the county are resolved
through the entry of a non-PFA
consent order. Although a final PFA
order may not have been pursued, the
plaintiff may still obtain a court order
granting other valuable and helpful

relief. These cases are statistically
counted as PFA withdrawals.”
According to the data, 3,500 PFA

cases were processed in the county in
2014. Temporary PFAs are in place
until a court hearing is held, usually
within 10 days of the application being
filed. Final PFAs may then be granted
and are valid for up to three years
with the potential for a time extension.
“The court is available and staffed

to handle all cases that are filed,”
Keenan said.
Judge Kim Eaton from the Family

Division of the Court of Common
Pleas said the higher number of with-
drawals in the county is due, in part,
to a large volume of temporary PFAs
being granted. From 2010 to 2014,
96.4 percent of temporary-PFA
requests in Allegheny County were
granted. During that same period, the
rest of the state approved 86.6 percent
of temporary PFA requests.
Eaton said there has been an influx

of PFA requests in the past two years
as a result of people purposely or
unknowingly using the PFA system
instead of going through the custody
process. For instance, there have been
cases in which people who can’t afford
to file for custody request a PFA
order – even if they have not been
abused – in an attempt to resolve
custody issues. She said these cases
typically are withdrawn when a
hearing is held and the judge either
denies the application or the person

withdraws it after the judge has
explained it is a custody matter. These
applications are counted in the rate
of withdrawal.
Eaton stressed that Allegheny

County has one of the most efficient
systems in the state for helping people
through the PFA process. Plaintiffs
are guided through the process, and
judges work hard to achieve the best
outcome for all parties.
“We would never suggest that a

PFA be withdrawn if there is a hint of
danger,” Eaton said. “We try to really
conciliate and determine how we can
ensure there are no children caught in
the middle and no one loses his or her
job. A non-PFA civil order may be the
best solution.”
Pamela Dalton-Arlotti, director of

program performance and compliance
for the Neighborhood Legal Services
Association, has handled PFA cases
in Allegheny, Beaver, Butler and
Lawrence counties during her career.
She said the PFA withdrawals/
dismissals might be justified when
the decision is made after a full
understanding of the options and
potential consequences.
“These would include those who

have reconciled perhaps because the
other party has sought mental health
treatment, those where the client
perceives that the other party is no
longer a threat as they may have left

Continued on page 5

HSBD
Celebrates

PHOTO BY JOCELIN HERSTEK

Vanessa German, winner of the 2016 Spirit Award, performs during the Homer S. Brown Division’s 12th Annual
Black History Month Celebration. German – who is an artist and performance artist – was honored for how she uses
art to lift up the lives of children in the Homewood community and those who have been impacted by gun violence.

More photos on page 23

Continued on page 7

Focus on Family Law
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Gender Bias Duty Officers
If you (attorneys or law students) have
observed or experienced any form of gender
bias in your role as an attorney or law
student intern, you may contact any one of
the following members of the Gender Bias
Subcommittee of the Women in the Law
Division on a daily basis. The duty officers
will keep your report confidential and will
discuss with you actions available through
the subcommittee.

Kimberly Brown......................412-394-7995

Rhoda Neft ..............................412-406-5434

Jill M. Weimer ........................412-201-7632

Ethics Hotline
The ACBA Professional Ethics Committee
“Ethics Hotline” makes available Committee
Members to answer ethical questions by
telephone on a daily basis.

March
Margaret B. Angel ..................412-562-3982

Ernest B. Orsatti ....................412-338-1145

April
Robert A. Cohen......................724-693-9696

Andrea Geraghty ....................412-456-2822

Stanley W. Greenfield ............412-261-4466
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Dana Lee Carmen v. Gary John Carmen, Hens-Greco, J. .............................................................................................................................Page 71
Enforcement of Equitable Distribution

Renarda Walker v. The City of Pittsburgh and Duquesne Electric Light and Power Company, Hertzberg, J. .....................................Page 79
Premises Liability

Waiver of issues on appeal for failure to file Post-Trial Motions involving case of trip and fall on city street.

L.S. Sadler, Inc., t/d/b/a TSF Global v. eLoop, LLC, Ward, J. ......................................................................................................................Page 81
Miscellaneous

Denial of Plaintiff ’s appeal of Orders granting Defendant’s Motion to Amend New Matter to include defenses of fraud and
estoppel and granting MSJ where there was no question of material fact as to judicial estoppel defense.

CitiMortgage, Inc. f/k/a Travelers Bank & Trust, FSB v. Jeffrey R. Wicker, Friedman, J. .....................................................................Page 83
Mortgage Foreclosure—Petition to Set Aside Sale—Unauthorized Practice of Law

Foreclosure action prosecuted by non-lawyer law firm staff; Court determined matter should be dismissed as a legal nullity
because of non-lawyers prosecution of foreclosure.

Edens Property LLC, and Janet Wang v. Alex Papke, Greg Sorek, Peter Sorek, John P. Alton and David Demler, Friedman, J. .......Page 83
Landlord Tenant—Zoning—Breach of Lease

Landlord sought to enforce lease. Court determined lease unenforceable due to property violating zoning ordinance.

Nationstar Mortgage, LLC v. Lisa St. Peter, Friedman, J. ............................................................................................................................Page 84
Mortgage Foreclosure—Petition to Strike Default Judgment—Real Party in Interest

Mortgagee must establish of record it was the holder of Note; Failure to establish of record ownership of note precludes judgment
and is basis to strike default judgment.

Pittsburgh Water & Sewer Authority v. David L. Cunningham, O’Reilly, J. ..............................................................................................Page 84
Real Estate—General—Municipal Claim—Indispensable Party—Waiver

Court determined in rem against property when tenant failed to pay water/sewer bills when owner claimed lack of notice
of accruing charges unpaid.

William Hoffman and Natalie Hoffman v.
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft Ag (a/k/a Bavarian Motor Works Ag or BMW Ag),
BMW of North America, LLC and P & W Foreign Car Service, Inc., O’Reilly, J. .....................................................................................Page 85
Product Liability

In response to interlocutory appeal to denial of POs, Court reasserts prior order that foreign manufacturer is subject to
jurisdiction of the Court.

Have you heard
about our Legal
Tweet Service?
The ACBA monitors local

courts and gathers information
on court rule amendments,
judicial opinions and other
decisions. This info is then

tweeted by @AlleghenyCoBar
and published at

www.ACBA.org/LegalTweets.

Let the ACBA gather
this important legal
information for you.
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This year’s actors are attorneys
Stephanie Gill, Bryan Kocher and W.
Thomas McGough Jr. Gill is general
counsel at Consol; Kocher is senior
counsel at Wesco; and McGough is
general counsel at UPMC.
Together, they’ll act out vignettes

from the play, directed by PICT Artistic
and Executive Director Alan Stanford.
James Fitzgerald, an actor from PICT’s
company, will narrate as the bailiff.
“We’re flipping (the story) from the

way people think about it,” event

co-chair Chuck Moellenberg Jr. of
Jones Day said about Shylock’s role as
the victim.
In the play, Portia disguises herself

as expert legal counsel. Moellenberg
said the central issue up for debate is
whether Portia defrauded the court by
disguising herself as an expert.
“It makes for a lot of entertaining

points,” Moellenberg said. “It’s meant
to be tongue-in-cheek, fun.”
The work is all Shakespeare’s

language, except for the narration. It’s

a chance for non-actors to experience
Shakespeare’s work in an approachable
way. Even for viewers who aren’t
familiar with the play, Stanford
assures they’ll catch on.
“The arguments put on by the

lawyers can be hysterically funny,”
Stanford said.
Stanford creates vignettes of

scenes from the play, pulling out the
most important pieces of dialogue so
guests can understand the work
without seeing every detail, said Hayley
Haldeman of Jones Day, who serves as
chair of the Arts and the Law Committee.
Local federal and state court judges

will hold court to determine Shylock’s
plea for justice. But there might just
be a split bench, in which case the
final vote would go to the jury – the
event’s guests, who can buy votes to
indicate their preference.
“It’s not often that you see judges

sitting on their benches with glasses of

SHYLOCK’S REDEMPTION?
UnCommon Pleas grants retrial to ‘The Merchant of Venice’
By Rossilynne S. Culgan

Lawyers are used to presenting
carefully constructed arguments, but
these days Elizabethan language
usually isn’t part of the case.
That is, until it’s time for the annual

production of UnCommon Pleas. At
UnCommon Pleas, prominent local
attorneys and judges become stage
actors for one night. They argue with
appropriate jest and zeal on behalf of
their clients, who happen to be
characters from Shakespearean works.
This year’s performance, on April 7

at the Duquesne Club downtown, will
portray Shakespeare’s “The Merchant
of Venice.” UnCommon Pleas is
presented by PICT Classic Theatre
and the Arts and the Law Committee of
the Allegheny County Bar Association.
The Bar Association’s Young Lawyers
Division and Homer S. Brown Division
also sponsor the event.
More than 200 attorneys, clients and

friends of the legal community are
expected to attend the third annual
event, which is a fundraiser for PICT
and the Allegheny County Bar Foundation.
The evening features a three-

course dinner and cocktails, and it
promises memorable moments.
Attorneys will present an appellate

argument seeking to obtain justice for
Shylock. Thanks to the clever Portia,
Shylock never was repaid money that
the play’s title character vouched for.

412-281-2200
www.gislaw.com 310 Grant St., Ste. 700, Grant Bldg., Pgh., PA 15219

Gismondi
& associates

Quality…Experience…Results… 
It’s what your clients deserve. 

Auto Accidents Personal Injury

If you’re going
For tickets or more information,
contact Carolyn Ludwig at
CLudwig@picttheatre.org or
412-561-6000, or see
www.picttheatre.org.

PHOTO BY SUELLEN FITZSIMMONS

Last year’s UnCommon Pleas production featured Dan Onorato as
Caliban, Helen Hanna Casey as Ariel and former Gov. Tom Corbett as
Prospero. This year’s production gives the characters of “The Merchant
of Venice” a retrial.

Continued on page 11
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A sign of good luck, two
dragons raced into the
room to perform a 
traditional Chinese New
Year dragon dance. Left,
from left to right, are 
Xiaoying Zhang, David
Quinn, Charles De 
Monaco, Leslie Dutchot,
Sarah Simkin, Arjun
Mishra, Richard Ting and
Ying Chao.

Asian Attorneys Committee Lunar New Year

PHOTOS BY JOCELIN HERSTEK

George Jiang, chair of the Asian Attorneys
Committee, welcomes guests to the Fifth Annual
Lunar New Year celebration at Chinatown Inn
on Feb. 11. Below, Bethany Kenstowicz, Cindy
Hinkle and Rich Ting indulge in some of the
traditional cuisine hors d’oeuvres, such as
scallion pancakes and vegetable dumplings.
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An area of practice that
covers a variety of issues
By David J. Slesnick

On behalf of the entire Family Law
Section of the Allegheny County Bar
Association, I am pleased to welcome
readers to the first themed edition of
the Lawyers Journal. As the current
chair of the section, I believe family
law is a most fitting area of practice to
concentrate on for the first themed
edition as there is probably no other
area of law in which the general
public is more likely to be exposed to
than family law.
To better understand the impact of

this area of law upon the citizens of
Allegheny County, take a look at the
numbers provided by the most recent
annual report (2014) from the Fifth
Judicial District of Pennsylvania.
According to the report, there were
almost 20,000 support actions filed in
which either support was being
established or it was being modified.
In that same year, more than 2,600
divorce complaints were filed, and
there were 4,342 support hearings
held. The screening unit of the adult
family law section provided assistance
in more than 10,000 cases to either
self-represented litigants or attorneys
on support matters. And more than
2,000 custody actions were filed that
were initiated either by the filing of a
custody complaint or by including a
custody count in a divorce complaint. 
Because of the volume of cases, our

division has 17 sitting judges, three
senior judges, three masters and eight
hearing officers. Chances are high
that as you read this article, you are
aware of someone who is involved in
the system at this time or in the
recent past.
The Lawyers Journal often provides

space to the president of the bar
association and the chair of the Young
Lawyers Division to write about
issues of interest. I’m excited to have
the same opportunity to trumpet the
Family Law Section.
As one of the larger sections of the

Bar, the Family Law Section has more
than 320 members. Our members run
the gamut from attorneys practicing
in boutique family law firms to sole
and small practitioners to those
practicing family law in general
practice law firms to governmental
employees and finders of fact.

The section meets at noon on the
second Tuesday of the month from
January through April and September
through November. Generally, between
40 and 50 people – including practi-
tioners, judges, hearing officers, court
administrators and other court
personnel – attend the meetings.
These meetings feature reports from
the co-chairs of the 16 different sec-
tion committees, and those reports are
the lifeblood of the section, as they
provide members with important
information on various areas of interest.
In addition, the section holds a

December holiday party meeting, and
our May meeting serves as the general
membership meeting at which new
officers and council members are
elected. Among its social activities,
the section cosponsors a mixer with
the Pennsylvania Institute of Certified
Public Accountants and also sponsors
a night at a Pirates game. In addition,
our Social Committee organizes happy
hours on the third Thursday of each
month from September through May.
To highlight some of what the

various committees do, the Program

Committee presents programs on
various areas of interest to practitioners,
some of which are for CLE credit. The
Children’s Issues Committee presents
nine programs each year to attorneys,
mental health professionals, court
personnel and judges. The Court
Relations Committee fills a role of
vital importance in bringing members’
concerns and issues to the court and
disseminating information from the
court to practitioners. The Pro Bono
Committee has been organizing the
phone clinic for Neighborhood Legal
Services by soliciting volunteers.
The Rules Committee reviews rules

proposed by the Pennsylvania Domestic
Relations Procedural Rules Committee
that concern family law issues other
than support and then, if appropriate,
takes positions on those proposals.
The Guidelines Committee reviews
and comments on proposed changes to
support rules by the Procedural Rules
Committee. In addition, the committee
sometimes proposes rule changes, some
of which have been adopted, based upon
ideas of the committee members.
The Alternate Dispute Resolution

Committee presents lunch-and-learn
programs for section members, addressing
other means of handling family law
disputes including, but not limited to,
mediation and collaborative law. 
One of the current major initia-

tives of the section is working on
diversity issues. We are organizing
an “All in the Family” program to
reach out to practitioners involved in
family law and law students at the
University of Pittsburgh and
Duquesne University. See page 11 of
this issue for details.
In reading this special edition of

the Lawyers Journal, you will become
acquainted with the broad spectrum
of issues that our practitioners deal
with on a day-to-day basis. In my
opinion, being a member of the section
is integral to the successful practice of
family law, and I encourage people
who practice in this area, even on an
occasional basis, to join the section to
see what we can offer you and, in turn,
what you can offer us. n

David J. Slesnick, Esq. is a sole practitioner.
With thirty-eight years of experience, he
focuses his practice on family law, both
traditional and collaborative.

the size of this issue from its usual
12 pages.
The ACBA is looking for divisions

and sections that would like to be
similarly showcased in upcoming
editions of the Lawyers Journal.
Interested members should brain-
storm potential topics and make sure
that the section or division has
adequate volunteers available to write
the articles.
The Editorial Board will be very

interested in selecting a topic if a
group presents at least 10 strong,
timely topics for publication. Each
volunteer writer will be recognized
with a headshot and brief bio, and the
chair of the respective division/
section will pen a column. This new
format also creates a great opportunity
for attorneys to write and have articles
published on a substantive area of law
– which is a win for both the association
and the authors.
This obviously is a new concept for

the Lawyers Journal, and we hope it
will provide our members with even
more of what they want. And don’t
worry, the Lawyers Journal will
continue to regularly publish the
paper in the format and with the
content you have grown accustomed
to over the years. If you’d like to have
your section or division showcased,
please contact ACBA Director of
Communications and Publications
Brian Estadt at bestadt@acba.org.
Enjoy! n

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
continued from front cover

Mark Martini
ACBA President

David J. Slesnick
Family Law Section Chair

Family Law Section – Message from the Chair

See past President’s Messages
at www.acba.org/

Presidents-Messages



NO SURE THING
Surrogacy contracts continue to be challenged
By Julie R. Colton

The case of In Re: Baby S, 128 A.3d
296 (Pa. Super. 2015), forced the Superior
Court to again interpret a parentage
contract that arose from assisted-
reproductive technology without
guidance from the legislature. Once
again, the contract was determined to be
enforceable, making contract parentage
even more of a reality in Pennsylvania. 
The intended mother not only sought

out a state where she could be listed
as the birth mother of a surrogate
child on the original birth certificate
without an adoption, she communicated
her excitement and gratitude to the
gestational surrogate multiple times.
The intended mother signed at least
three separate contracts, which all
clearly stated her intent to be the legal
parent in all capacities. These contracts
were for the purpose of locating a
surrogate, obtaining donor eggs and
engaging the services of a gestational
carrier. The gestational-carrier contract
was freely entered into with competent
legal counsel for all parties. But for
that contract, Baby S would not exist.  
When the marriage of the intended

parents began to fall apart during the
gestational carrier’s pregnancy, the
intended mother refused to participate
in obtaining a pre-birth order to have
the parentage established for the
original birth certificate. The gestational
carrier ultimately filed a petition for
Assisted Conception Birth Registration
and to Establish Parentage in accordance

with the Department of Health policies
and procedures. The intended father
took Baby S to California after birth.
Because the gestational carrier was
listed as the mother on the birth
certificate she was now looking at a
post-birth medical bill from the local
children’s hospital, and the California court
contacted the gestational carrier about
her potential child-support liabilities.
S.S. – the intended mother of Baby

S – argued that a lack of legislation on
surrogacy contracts was equivalent to
public policy against the enforcement
for surrogacy contracts. Public policy
should be created by the legislature

and can be created by the judiciary
only in limited circumstances. The
Pennsylvania Legislature has introduced,
but never passed, surrogacy bills. The
legislature has a bill currently pending
in the House. A lack of legislation is
not an indication of public policy
either way. To the contrary, in a society
that sees exceedingly more cases of
assisted-reproductive technology,
legislation would be required to draw
a negative public policy.   
Despite there being no legislation

regarding surrogacy, there are
Department of Health policies and
procedures that direct how to obtain a
pre-birth order that allows the
Department of Vital Statistics to place
the intended parents on the birth
certificate. These policies and
procedures have been in place for
approximately 20 years. The policies
and procedures do not have the weight
of the law, which was pointed out by
the intended mother. The court notes
that these DOH policies and procedures
are the closest there is to a “long
governmental practice.” The fact that
these policies exist and are routinely
used are counter to any argument that
surrogacy is against public policy.  
Ultimately, the surrogacy contract

was enforced and the intended mother
was required to be financially responsible
for the child and for the gestational
carrier’s expenses. The court took the
time to point out that it could not force
the intended mother to interact with
the child or take on a mothering role,

but it could force her to be financially
responsible. The case does not address
whether there are any remaining
embryos and if the parties executed a
contract that directs what happens to the
embryos in the event of divorce or death.  
The court has a history of enforcing

surrogacy contracts when a child was
conceived in a nonsexual, clinical manner.
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court
upheld a parentage contract with a
known sperm donor in Ferguson v.
McKiernan, 940 A.2d 1236 (2007). The
state Superior Court denied a gestational
carrier standing in a custody case
because she did not have a biological
connection to the child in J.F. v. D.B., 897
A.2d 1261 (2006). The J.F. court refused
to specifically uphold the surrogacy
contract, stating that surrogacy should
be addressed by the legislature. 
The appellate courts have distin-

guished cases regarding children who
were conceived through sexual relations
and have refused to enforce parenting
contracts in those situations, allowing
for custody standing and pursuit of
child-support claims.  
The Baby S case highlights the

problems with legislation in the areas
of parentage and surrogacy that have not
caught up with the scientific advances
in assisted reproductive technology.

Julie R. Colton is a Partner at Voelker & Colton
and adjunct professor at the University of
Pittsburgh School of Law. She focuses her
practice in family law, including divorce,
custody, support and parentage.
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BDO KNOWS: 

LITIGATION SUPPORT  
FOR FAMILY LAWYERS 
Well-versed on the marital dissolution 
process, we conduct financial analyses 
involving: 

!!   Closely-held Business Valuation 

!! Asset Tracing & Characterization 

!! Disposable Income 

!! Forensic Accounting 

!! Tax Analyses  

!! Valuation of Interests in Oil & Gas Production 

Brandon Otis 
CPA/ABV/CFF, CFE, CVA 
Direct: 412-281-1548 
E-mail: botis@bdo.com 

John Petrancosta 
CPA/CFF, CVA, CFE 
Direct: 412-315-2478 
E-mail: jpetrancosta@bdo.com 

Heather J. Baranowski 
CPA/ABV/CFF, MST, CVA 
Direct: 412-281-1346 
Email: hbaranowski@bdo.com 

People who know, know BDO.  

Julie R. Colton
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Human trafficking is happening here in Pittsburgh
By Judy Hale Reed

Human trafficking is occurring in
Pittsburgh. Although the U.S. Attorney’s
office of the Western District of
Pennsylvania has prosecuted seven
cases to date and other local cases
have been prosecuted under state labor
crimes, we know that the identified
cases here and abroad are just the tip
of the iceberg.
Estimates of the number of victims

vary widely because different countries
and even U.S. states have different
definitions of human trafficking and
because the crime often looks like a
noncriminal activity or a lesser crime.
The Walk Free Global Slavery Index
recently estimated the extent of
trafficking at 35.8 million victims. The
U.S. Department of State estimated
there were between 12 million and 27
million victims at any one point in
time, with 40,000 victims actually
identified globally in 2012.
Human trafficking has two definitions

in federal and Pennsylvania law,
covering forced labor and forced
sexual exploitation.
Labor trafficking is the movement

of people for purposes of exploitation.
It could be in any industry – including
domestic servitude, manufacturing,
agriculture, energy-extraction work,
international matchmaking and
marriage fraud – and in service
industries such as restaurants, massage
parlors and hair and nail salons.
Sex trafficking is the act of

compelling a person by force, fraud or
coercion to engage in sexual services
for a third party’s profit. It also
applies when a third party profits off
of the sexual exploitation of a minor –
a sexually exploited child – with or
without force, fraud or coercion.
Prostitution and smuggling often are

confused with trafficking, but these
are three separate legal issues.
Prostitution is the exchange of sexual
services for money or something of
value; smuggling is the act of illegally
crossing a national border.
Cases of human trafficking in

Pennsylvania have shown many forms
of exploitation, including marriage
fraud, commercial sexual exploitation,
sex tourism abroad by a Pennsylvania
citizen and labor exploitation in
restaurants, bars, massage parlors
and hair/nail salons. In Pittsburgh,
cases of sex trafficking and labor
trafficking in agricultural and service
work have been identified. Most of
the prosecuted cases in Pittsburgh
have been for commercial sexual
exploitation of domestic minors – that
is, American teenagers. 
The local FBI office has been identi-

fying commercial sexual exploitation of
minors in the Pittsburgh area through
both tips and online “adult services”
advertisements. The minor victims often
are runaway youth who do not have a
stable home and are often involved in

the Office of Children, Youth and
Families, as well as social service and
juvenile justice systems. LGBT youth –
especially transitioning and transgender
youth – are the most vulnerable
because they are more marginalized
and abused and have less access to
social, medical and shelter services.
So what is being done about human

trafficking?
In addition to the efforts by the FBI

and the U.S. Attorney’s office, the
Project to End Human Trafficking
worked with FBI and other professionals
to found the Western Pennsylvania
Anti-Trafficking Coalition. This group
meets quarterly and on an ad hoc
basis to ensure that different service
providers – including law enforcement
at all levels, social workers, trauma
specialists, rape-survivor advocates,
medical professionals, shelter
providers, faith-based groups and
attorneys – can identify and assist
victims with the many different forms
of assistance they require. The coalition
provides both training and victim-
centered, trauma-informed services
to meet their two-pronged goal: to
identify services and assist victims,
and to raise awareness and improve
identification of more victims.

Although the Pennsylvania Legislature
passed two laws in recent years, there
is much to be done to implement these
laws. The Hotline Posting Act of 2012
requires certain categories of businesses
to post the National Human Trafficking
Hotline, 1-888-373-7888. The updated
Human Trafficking law of 2014 gives
a stronger definition of both labor and
sex trafficking, requires training for a
variety of categories of professionals
about the issue, and provides for
victim services, seizure of traffickers’
assets and civil remedies, as well as
criminal sanctions with tougher
sentences. Currently, victim advocates
are lobbying for a safe-harbor bill, SB
851, which would protect victims from
being charged for crimes they were
forced to commit and would facilitate
expungement for victims with crimes
already on the books. n

Judy Hale Reed has worked on anti-
trafficking efforts internationally in the
Republic of Moldova, as well as in
Washington state and Pennsylvania. She
graduated from Duquesne Law School in
2014, and in addition to presenting lectures
and CLEs on human trafficking and
human rights matters, she is an associate
attorney for Gusty Sunseri and Associates.

To learn more
To learn more about human trafficking and to find ways
to volunteer, see:
• Polaris Project, a national nongovernment organization:
polarisproject.org

• Project to End Human Trafficking, a Pittsburgh-based
organization: endhumantrafficking.org

• U.S. Department of State Office to Monitor and Combat
Trafficking in Persons: state.gov/j/tip/

Judy Hale Reed
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the jurisdiction or those who have
chosen to use other court processes,
such as the custody or divorce
process,” Dalton said. “These may
also be individuals who are advised
that their cases lack the requisite
merit to proceed to a final hearing.
These individuals have at least met
with an attorney and have been
provided their options.”
Dalton said about 42 percent of the

clients represented by the NLSA enter
into negotiated settlements, while 28
percent get a continuance of their
temporary PFA and later decide not to
pursue a final order.
Those who file and drop a case only

to refile later can burden the system
and chew through resources.

PFAs
continued from front cover

“The time and monetary resources
spent by our staff in administratively
opening/closing files, trying to reach
applicants and recruiting pro bono
attorneys to help provide representation
exceeds $100,000 annually,” Dalton
said. “We want to make sure those
resources are used as effectively and
efficiently as possible. Reducing the
number of cases would be of tremendous
benefit to the clients, as well as our
program. Many who fail to follow
through often file multiple times, which
further adds to the volume of cases.”
Dalton said neither the NLSA nor

the courts have the resources to follow
up to determine why people don’t pursue
their cases. However, the court is
vigilant about asking questions to ensure
the person is not being threatened or
coerced into making their decision.

Attorneys with the Civil Law
Project of the Women’s Center and
Shelter of Greater Pittsburgh know
that PFA cases can be complex. Many
require detailed safety planning,
referrals to domestic violence programs
and community resources, creative
problem solving and ongoing support
and follow-up.
“A substantial portion of these

cases require representation beyond
the PFA in matters related to custody,
support and divorce,” said Sabrina
Korbel, supervising attorney for the
Civil Law Project at the WC&S. “The
CLP attorneys continue to review and
evaluate the PFA case for a client as it
remains relevant as these other cases
move forward.”
Korbel said plaintiffs who appear

in Family Court at the temporary-PFA

level have the opportunity to meet
with a legal advocate from one of the
county’s four domestic violence programs.
The advocates establish a connection
with the victims and take the necessary
time to provide information about
safety planning and direct them to
helpful resources.
“At the Civil Law Project, PFA

plaintiffs who choose not to pursue a
final PFA order are reconnected to
those advocates for follow-up services
and to remain as a resource should
these victims need to seek relief
through the court in the future,” she
said. “We do not keep statistics on how
many plaintiffs who do not follow
through with a final order end up
re-filing a PFA case. Domestic violence
victims often refile after new incidents
of threats or abuse.” n
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Shale-oil era complicates land valuation in divorce
By Nicole Boyle Kairys

With the arrival of the oil and gas
industry through the Marcellus Shale
boom in southwestern Pennsylvania,
land valuation throughout the region
has become increasingly complex.
Family Law practitioners are used to
dealing with the standard methods for
valuing and distributing real property
between divorcing spouses. However,
depending on the property location
and acreage, these standard methods
may no longer be sufficient.
“Times have changed in Western

Pennsylvania,” said Donna Kline, a
certified divorce financial analyst
with HBKS Wealth Advisors. “Land that
was purchased and used for hunting,
fishing or farming may suddenly have
a spike in value due to the discovery of
natural gas pockets or crude oil. This
puts a whole new dimension on
how that asset should be treated at
equitable distribution.” 
For family law practitioners, one of

the threshold questions in any case
that involves the ownership of land now
must be whether there is value to the
subsurface oil, gas and mineral estate.  
According to Steven Franck-

hauser – director of Hill Barth &
King’s Energy Division, which handles
these pricing inquiries – the question
of how much oil and gas rights are
worth begins to draw attention when
the parties deal with 15 or more acres.
Presently, Washington and Greene
counties and sections of Butler and
Beaver counties are getting the most
interest in southwestern Pennsylvania.

“With 15 or fewer acres, most people
elect not to make an issue of the value
of subsurface rights. But above that
figure, and especially if the property
has not been leased, the monies can be
significant,” Franckhauser said.
If there is land to be divided as part

of an estate with a subsurface interest,
the value of the interest must be
determined. Traditional real-estate
appraisals do not include the value of
the subsurface rights. Subsurface
valuations and appraisals under IRS
guidelines can be cost prohibitive, but
Franckhauser said firms such as his
can perform a market analysis for
about half the price of a full valuation.
It is critical to enlist the services of an

oil-and-gas appraiser who possesses
relevant experience and has technical
oil and gas expertise. The value of
these subsurface rights can be
significant. As an example, Franck-
hauser referred to an extraordinary
recent bonus payment of more than
$7,500 per acre in a desirable swath of
Greene County. Thus, even with the
recent drop in oil and natural gas
prices, there still is value to these
interests in both bonus and potential
royalty streams.  
Once the value is determined,

issues remain. According to Kline, there
are three options when determining
how to deal with the property at
equitable distribution – sell the
property, have one spouse buy out the
other spouse or have one spouse
retain the surface property but retain
jointly titled subsurface rights.  
Selling the property outright to a

third party is a popular option. When
selling surface and subsurface rights,
it is essential to secure a selling price
for the subsurface oil and gas rights
from one who can maximize the
return. However, this option often is
undesirable, as one spouse usually
wishes to retain ownership. One party
can buy the other out, but this can
raise issues if there are not sufficient
other assets in the estate to offset
the value of both the surface and
subsurface property.  
In addition, issues can arise if

refinancing is necessary. 
“If the lease includes a right to put

a well on the property, many lenders
won’t touch it,” said Mark Segar, a

mortgage broker and president of
Mortgage Planning Group. 
Though the third option initially

might seem like the ideal solution, it
can be fraught with issues. If subsurface
rights are to continue to be held by
both parties, the property interests
must be held through separate deeds,
Franckhauser said. Otherwise, the
subsurface property rights may not be
properly transferred or protected. In
addition, possession of “executive
rights” – which provide decision-
making authority regarding oil, gas
and mineral activity on the property –
is of paramount importance. For the
asset to function, one must be able to
execute a lease. Absent that “executive
right” being clearly possessed,
producers will avoid the property.
However, there then might be issues
related to the surface owner’s
enjoyment of his land and the value of
the nonsurface-owner’s interest if
executive rights are not included. Add
to this the acrimony that often exists
between divorce litigants, and resolving
these conflicts can be extremely
difficult. One solution is to establish a
trust in which a third party trustee
holds executive rights. Franckhauser
said such arrangements can provide
for the parties to continue to hold the
benefits while avoiding future conflict.
Even if all of these issues can be

resolved between the parties, issues
can continue to arise through the
separation of the surface and sub-
surface interests.

Nicole Boyle Kairys

Continued on page 9
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Marriage equality? Yes. Divorce equality? Not yet.
By Robert D. Raver

It is axiomatic that marriage is
one of the most important social
institutions throughout history and a
cornerstone of any civilized society.
Throughout the past thousand years,
the definition of marriage has evolved,
according to the values of the then-
existing cultures across the world. As
we all know, the U.S. Supreme Court
decision in Obergefell v. Hodges, 576
U.S. ____, (2015) recently expanded the
definition of marriage in the United
States to include same-sex marriage.  
In Pennsylvania, roughly one year

prior to Obergefell, same-sex marriage
was legally recognized on May 20,
2014, when U.S. District Court Judge
John E. Jones III ruled that Common-
wealth’s same sex marriage ban was
unconstitutional. The oft-quoted Jones
stated as follows in his conclusion: 
“The issue we resolve today is a

divisive one. Some of our citizens are
made deeply uncomfortable by the
notion of same-sex marriage. However,
that same-sex marriage causes
discomfort in some does not make its
prohibition constitutional. Nor can
past tradition trump the bedrock
constitutional guarantees of due
process and equal protection. Were
that not so, ours would still be a racially
segregated nation according to the
now rightfully discarded doctrine of
‘separate but equal.’ [Citations
omitted.] In the sixty years since
Brown was decided, ‘separate’ has
thankfully faded into history, and only
‘equal’ remains. Similarly, in future
generations the label same-sex
marriage will be abandoned, to be
replaced simply by marriage.”
Broadening the definition of

marriage necessarily means more
divorce litigation and expanded
divorce laws – but those changes lag
far behind. The Pennsylvania Divorce
Code of 1980, as amended, presently
lacks the elasticity to appropriately

effectuate economic justice between
same sex couples.  
When facing divorce, there is one

basic issue facing same-sex partners
that has an impact on alimony and
equitable distribution: the duration
of marriage.
Pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S. §3502(a),

courts are to consider 11 factors in
equitable distribution, and one of the
most important is the length of
marriage. Similarly, in fashioning an
alimony award, the length of marriage
is one of 17 factors courts must
consider under Section 3701. Presently,
the duration of a same sex marriage in
Pennsylvania cannot exceed approxi-
mately 20 months (May 2014 to
present). Unlike opposite-sex couples,
however, same-sex couples may have
been together for 10 or 20 years
without the ability to marry – which is
an important distinction from opposite-
sex couples who had the ability to
marry. The property acquired during
the parties’ dating relationship is not
considered marital property under the

Divorce Code, and therefore, is not
subject to equitable distribution.  
The true inequity arises when one

of the same-sex partners was a
dependent stay-at-home spouse and
dedicated a significant amount of time
during the relationship, and subsequent
marriage, to household tasks and
chores that, in turn, provided
additional time for the wage-earning
spouse to earn more money. If that
dependent spouse was in a relationship
for 20 years but did not marry until
May 2014, the property acquired
during the 20-month marriage is likely
insufficient to effectuate economic
justice between the parties.  
In your typical opposite-sex

divorce case, alimony could be an
appropriate remedy. Alimony is a
secondary remedy in Pennsylvania,
and is meant to compensate a spouse
for his or her dedication to the marriage
when the marital assets are insufficient
to do so. However, when the duration
of the marriage is extremely short,
alimony usually is not awarded.
Indeed, alimony pendente lite – which
can be sought by a dependent spouse
at the inception of a divorce action
and is meant to put the parties on
equal footing to litigate the divorce –
can be limited, in amount and duration,
based on the length of the marriage.
In same-sex divorce cases, even if the
parties were together for 20 years, the
short marriage arguably limits the
dependent spouse’s ability to “sit on
his (or her) hands” and collect support.
Until the Superior Court of Penn-

sylvania addresses the issue, family
law practitioners are left arguing the

long-held laws that limit awards in
short-term marriages and, as a result,
are left arguing other factors, such as
inability of the dependent spouse to
obtain appropriate employment, the
contribution of the dependent spouse
to the household and the increase in
value of the wage-earning spouse’s
separate estate in order to skew the
equitable distribution and alimony
award into their client’s favor. Some
attorneys are also arguing “tacking,” a
concept developed in New Jersey that
allows a court to “tack on” the years of
cohabitation to the marriage. Finally,
family law attorneys are arguing that
common-law marriage should apply to
same-sex marriage cases because the
Commonwealth’s ban on marriage
was always unconstitutional. 
Still, the simple fact that the duration

of the marriage is short might – unless
the law is changed through stated or
court interpretation – leave a same-sex
couple disadvantaged when compared
to a similar factual scenario in an
opposite-sex case. This inequity will
remain unchanged until our legislature
adds additional factors or our courts
find a creative way to interpret the
Divorce Code. Same-sex and opposite-sex
divorce will not be truly “equal” until
the foregoing issues are remedied. n

Robert D. Raver is an associate with
Pollock Begg Komar Glasser & Vertz
LLC. The articles/comments co-editor of the
Pennsylvania Family Lawyer, Bob serves on
the Allegheny County Bar Association
Family Law Section Council and is a
member of the family law sections of the
Pennsylvania Bar Association and ACBA.
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“If the oil and gas right do not
convey upon purchase, most clients
are not interested in purchasing the
property or even looking at it,” said
Diana McKay, a real estate agent with
Coldwell Banker.
Going forward, family law practi-

tioners need to be cognizant that such
interest may come into play when
divorcing parties hold land that has or

SHALE-OIL ERA
continued from page 8

could have value as it relates to oil, gas
and mineral rights. Practitioners need
to be certain that their clients and the
courts are fully informed and aware of
the various options and the benefits
and drawbacks of those options. n

Nicole Boyle Kairys is an attorney in the
family law firm of Bunde, Gillotti,
Mulroy & Shultz, P.C. She is co-chair of
the Programming Committee for the
ACBA Family Law Section.

V i s i t  t h e  ACBA web s i t e  a t  www.ACBA . o r g .
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How many attorneys does it take to
cover all bases in Dependency Court?
By Sally Thomas

On my first day as counsel in
dependency court, I attended a
hearing in a strip mall, and there were
way more than two attorneys sitting at
counsel’s table. You’ve heard the “how
many lawyers does it take” jokes?
Well, in dependency court – in which
more than a half dozen parties can be
involved – it’s a valid question.
But the better question is, “who is

everyone representing?” Before I
answer that, let me walk you through
my disorienting first brush with
dependency court.
A few years ago, a friend referred

to me a young mother whose child had
been removed from her custody by
Children, Youth & Families and
adjudicated dependent. After 15
months, her child still was with a
foster family and she was trying to
meet the requirements set by CYF and
the court to reunify with her son.
Although I was an experienced
practitioner of adult family law, my
familiarity with dependency court
was almost nil, but, hey, it’s still family
law and I was just starting my solo
practice, so I took the case and
crammed dependency.
I had heard rumors that dependency

court was night and day from adult
family court. I’d encountered that
same attitude from lawyers who don’t
practice in “Divorce Court,” so I didn’t

give the rumors much credence. But I
learned it was, indeed, a different world.
My first hearing with this client

was a permanency review, which
tracks a parent’s progress in meeting
the requirements for reunification
with the child. It was held in the East
Regional Office of the Allegheny
County Family Court, which is in a
converted strip mall. The front door of
“East” leads to a thin hallway lined
with plastic chairs. With no waiting
room, opposing parties must sit next
to each other. When I arrived, children
were running amok. It was immediate
déjà vu: Had I stepped onto the “old” sixth

floor from back when Family Division
existed in the City-County Building?
When our hearing was called, my

client and I entered the courtroom.
It’s a small room with folding tables
that serve as counsel’s tables, and the
gallery is made up of two rows of plastic
chairs. My client headed toward the
gallery as I was directed to the only
empty chair at the folding tables.
When I tried to get my clients’ attention
to direct her to join me, I heard over
my shoulder, “we don’t do that here.”
Before I had the chance to follow up or
settle in, the hearing officer read off
the case name and number from a
small carpeted platform five feet in
front of the counsel table.
Note to self: all hearings are recorded,

and there is no court clerk present.
Those seated to my left rattled off

their names, and before I could open
my notes, the hearing was over. I wasn’t
even sure if I put my appearance on
the record. (Those around me assured
me I had.) The hearing had lasted
about eight minutes, and the only
thing I was able to grasp was that I
had no clue what just happened.
Obviously, I had much to learn

about dependency court. I decided to
start with figuring out who the heck
all those people were sitting at the
counsel tables, which left no room for
the clients.
First, there was an Allegheny County

solicitor, who is there to represent their

client, CYF. In termination proceedings,
a second county solicitor from the
adoption unit is also in attendance.
Next is the client, CYF. Typically,

this is the assigned caseworker, but
it also could include and/or be
replaced by the intake worker, or
caseworker’s supervisor.
Then, we have the attorneys who

represent the parents. This can be
privately retained counsel, but often
parents who meet the income require-
ments are represented pro bono. 
Parent No. 1 – the first parent to

“sign up” – will be assigned an
attorney working for the Juvenile
Court Project, a nonprofit agency
funded in part by the Allegheny
County Bar Foundation.
Because parents often have competing

interests, they need separate counsel.
To avoid conflict, Parent No. 2 will be
represented by “conflict counsel,” an
attorney hired as an independent
contractor by Allegheny County to
provide pro bono services. In cases
with more than two parents and/or the
JCP had a conflict with Parent No. 1, a
different independent contractor will
be assigned as “conflict/conflict counsel.”
Next up is the attorney assigned to

represent the child/children, the
“guardian ad litem,” or GAL. Initially,
one attorney is assigned from the
nonprofit KidsVoice. But if a conflict

Sally Thomas

Continued on page 22
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‘All in the Family’ aims to
make section more inclusive
By Tracy Carbasho

The importance of diversity in the
practice of family law will be showcased
during a special event next week.
“The litigants in the Family Division

are of diverse racial, ethnic, language,
economical, sexual orientation and
religious backgrounds. All you need to
do is observe the pro se motions court
in order to get a glimpse of this
diversity,” said Nicola Henry-Taylor, a
member of the ACBA Family Law
Section. “It has become fairly well
established that a diverse bar or law
firm is better equipped to represent a
diverse clientele base. If Allegheny
County’s family bar could grow to better
reflect the diversity of the litigants, it
would be a great advancement.”
Henry-Taylor and fellow practitioner

Katherine Leech Vollen took the first
step toward that advancement by
bringing the issue to the attention of
the Family Law Section last year.
Section Chair David Slesnick
responded by forming a subcommittee
to discuss how the diversity issue
could best be addressed.
“We decided that we wanted to

reach out to two groups in particular –
law students and the affinity groups of
the bar association, including the
Homer S. Brown Division, the Asian
Attorneys Committee and the Hispanic
Attorneys Committee,” Slesnick said.

“Our upcoming program is designed
to reach both the law students and
the practitioners.”
The program – called “All in the

Family: Building an Inclusive Family
Law Practice and Section” – will be
held on April 14 at the Rivers Club.
The Hon. Kim Berkeley Clark,
administrative judge of the Family
Division in the Court of Common
Pleas, will be the featured speaker. 
“As the administrative judge and a

woman of color, Judge Clark is the
ideal person to talk to the people we’re
reaching out to,” Slesnick said. “We’re
honored to have her as the guest
speaker at this event. It’s important to
include diverse practitioners in family
law because that’s the area of law the
average person is likely to encounter
more than any other.”
Slesnick and Henry-Taylor hope

this will be the first of many events
aimed at enhancing diversity by
making this practice area appealing to
law students and informing practitioners
about the benefits of joining the
Family Law Section.
“The event can’t be the end of

establishing a more inclusive family
bar. It is only the beginning,” Henry-
Taylor said. “We need to continue
working with the law schools in order
to establish a pipeline, and we should
continue working with Alysia Keating,
the ACBA director of diversity and

gender equality, to find family law
firms that are interested in hosting
law students. We also need to
encourage practicing attorneys who
are considering a new practice area to
think about family law and joining
our section.”
The event is expected to increase

awareness about the many benefits of
becoming a member of the Family
Law Section. Those benefits include
networking with colleagues, receiving
access to information regarding court
issues, mentoring young or new
lawyers, gaining insight from judges
and administrators, being informed
about legislative updates and being
encouraged to participate and take on
leadership roles in the section.
“Our section provides valuable

information to practitioners about
what’s going on in the Allegheny
County Family Court,” Slesnick noted.
“It’s important to know because there
are changes taking place all the time
in substantive law and procedures
regarding how things are done in our
division. Knowing how things are
done makes one a better practitioner.”
Slesnick describes the section as

very active and robust, but new
members are always welcome.
Anyone with questions about
attending the diversity event or
joining the section should contact him
at djslesnick@yahoo.com. n

wine,” Moellenberg said. “Come and
relax for a night, and just have fun.”
In addition to being an enjoyable

evening out, the event also has greater
meaning, Stanford said.
“This kind of event we’re doing, it’s

not just fun,” he said. “But it’s a
tribute in a way to the law. I’m a great
fan of the law. I’m a great fan of the
principle and especially the common
law principle used here – you are
innocent until proven guilty.”
In this case, he said, public opinion

says Shylock is the villain. UnCommon
Pleas says: “Prove it.”
Stanford and his company at PICT

will perform “The Merchant of Venice”
in November at the Union Project in
Highland Park. In theater, actors can
find inspiration in the law and its
precise language, Stanford said.
“I always say to acting students,

‘Go and watch trials. Go and watch
lawyers making arguments. Watch the
way the words work – how to use
words to get your own way,’” he said.
As the courtroom is not just a place

for lawyers, neither is the court of
UnCommon Pleas. The event is open
to the public, with various ticketing
options and sponsorship levels. 
“This is not just an event for

lawyers,” Haldeman said. “It’s a
showcase of the intersection between
the arts and the law.” n

SHYLOCK’S REDEMPTION?
continued from page 3

I always say to acting students,“

”

‘Go and watch trials. Go and watch
lawyers making arguments. Watch
the way the words work – how to
use words to get your own way.
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With social media and e-evidence,
first impressions matter most
By Mary Sue Ramsden

Never before have family lawyers
had to deal with such an onslaught of
electronic communications. Ten years
ago, these issues were rare, but now
nearly every case has social-media
and electronic evidence. Facebook.
Texts. Emails. Twitter. Instagram.
YouTube. The days of the “he said/she
said” disputes may be over, since most
communications are now preserved
on some device somewhere for potential
use in litigation. As technology
evolves, so, too, does our obligation as
lawyers. Rule of Professional Conduct,
1.1, 42 Pa. C.S.A. now requires lawyers
to keep abreast of changes in our
practice, including “benefits and risks
associated with relevant technology.”
We routinely address admissibility

issues relating to electronic communi-
cations. Our appellate courts are now
deciding these issues of first impression.
Remember that the decision to admit
or exclude evidence is subject to the
sound discretion of the trial court, and
evidentiary rulings will not be over-
turned on appeal unless there was an
abuse of discretion. So trial court
lawyers must anticipate objections to
admission of electronic evidence and be
well versed in the rules of evidence.
In some cases, a party may record

oral conversations without the other
party’s knowledge or consent. In Com.

v. Smith, 2016 Pa. Super 43 (Feb. 19,
2016), a case of first impression, the
Pennsylvania Superior Court recently
held that a man who used a “voice
memo” app on his smartphone to
record a conversation with his boss
should be charged with the interception
of oral communications, a violation of
the Wiretap Act. Spouses who record
their spousal communications without
consent do so at their peril.
In Pennsylvania, a private citizen

may not intercept a wire or oral com-
munication unless all parties to the
communication consent. Barasch v.
Bell Tel. Co. of Pennsylvania, 605 A.2d
1198 (Pa. 1992). Notwithstanding this,
“Pennsylvania courts have consistently
held that evidence, even if obtained in
violation of a person’s constitutional
rights, is admissible in a proceeding
that is civil in nature.” Tompkins v.
VanOrden, 62 Pa. D. & C.4th 353,
(Com. Pl. 2003), citing Commonwealth
ex rel. Young v. Young, 247 A.2d 659
(Pa. Super. 1968).
However, the Pennsylvania wire-

tapping statute provides that any
aggrieved person may move to
suppress the contents of any intercepted
wire, electronic or oral communications
or the evidence derived therefrom if
unlawfully intercepted. Com. v. De
Marco, 578 A.2d 942, 948 (Pa. Super.
1990). See also Federal Wiretap Act,
18 U.S.C.A. Section 2511. Knowledge

of both state and federal statutes give
the trial lawyer a foundation for
objecting to admission of electronic
evidence in appropriate cases – and
might keep your client out of prison!
In Com. v. Koch, 106 A.3d 705 (Pa.

2014) – another case of first impression –
the Superior Court of Pennsylvania
addressed what proof is necessary to
authenticate a text message. In a
divided opinion, the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania discusses the admissibility

of text messages, as well as evidentiary
issues and objections. This case is a
must-read for lawyers on the issue of
admissibility of text messages.
Email correspondence raises both

authentication and hearsay issues.
Email may be authenticated by a
business trademark (Pa.R.E. 902(7)),
by personal knowledge (Pa.R.E.
901(b)(1)) or by its appearance,
contents and internal patterns
(Pa.R.E.901(b)(4). The Internet
provider is not necessary. (In re F.P.,
878 A.2d 91 (Pa. Super. 2005)).
Remember that circumstantial
evidence may be used in laying a
foundation for admission of evidence.
The rules of evidence merely require
that a proponent produce sufficient
evidence that the item being offered is
what the proponent claims it to be,
and authentication requires a relatively
low burden of proof.
We are now faced with interesting

and creative questions. Should we
seek an order to prevent spoilation of
the computer images? Will the computer
show that the “business” travel was
not really business travel? Is there
information about undisclosed assets
or debts on the computer or cell
phone? Should we preserve the
evidence by obtaining a forensic
image of the system or device?  

Mary Sue Ramsden

Continued on page 22
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The Ten Commandments for prenups
By Ken Horoho & 
Harry J. Gruener

A wag once said that the chief
cause of divorce is marriage. Perhaps
that joke accounts for the rather
dramatic increase over the past 10
years in the number of premarital
agreements lawyers were retained to
prepare. A case could be made that
prenups should be mandatory prior to
the couple exchanging vows so as to
avoid the raging, expensive and time-
consuming wars over finances that
characterize most divorce proceedings.
Prenups are liberating and provide

an opportunity for wide choices.
Instead of going through a long and
expensive court process, the prenup
enables the parties to predetermine
their own financial terms should they
divorce. Want to agree what “date of
separation” means? No problem! Want
to agree on the percentage distribution
of the marital property and debt in the
event of divorce? Good idea! Want to
waive the right to alimony? If not
waived, then want to set the amount and
duration of the alimony? Outstanding!!
Want to protect a business interest?
What a time saver! Want to define the
estate rights of the parties, including
waivers to take against each other’s
will? OK!
Notwithstanding the benefits that

flow to both parties from a prenup,
many people find the concept totally
unromantic, a betrayal of trust or
downright repugnant. This is perfectly
understandable. A collision between
romance and finance is never pretty.
However, on a purely intellectual
level, the benefits to be gained and the
divorce rates compel family lawyers to
educate their clients on the advantages
offered by prenups.
Therefore, lawyers who are retained

to draft a prenuptial agreement must
be cautioned to bring to the task their
highest drafting skills. What is
presented here is one view of what we
have tagged as essential provisions in
any prenup. We refer to them as the
Ten Commandments.
1. Thou shall not draft a premarital

agreement unless the wedding is at
least a month away, or unless you
carry excess malpractice insurance.
If a client comes into your office

and indicates he wants a prenup for
his wedding “this coming Saturday,”
politely decline the retainer. There
may be appraisals to do, financial
experts to hire to value assets and
long negotiations to endure. Your best
practice? At least a month lead time
is necessary.

2. Thou shall consider rewriting
the meaning of marital property.
In a divorce, the parties have a

right to receive an equitable division
of their marital property, which
encompasses the three-step process of
identifying the property to be divided,
its value and the percentage of assets
each party should receive. That three-
step process is agreed to in the prenup,
thereby avoiding litigation expense
and the uncertainty of the result.
3. Thou shall consider the allocation

of the parties’ debts and expenses
incurred before and during the
marriage.
Although lifestyle clauses – such as

who mows the lawn, annual vacations,
who takes out the garbage – are
increasingly popular with clients,
they’re frowned upon by the courts.
Micromanaging the daily lives of
couples is not part of their job
description. However, provisions
concerning who is responsible for the
student loan obligations and credit
card debt brought into the marriage
and certain expenses incurred during
the marriage – such as gambling debts –
will, we bet, be taken up by the court.
4. Thou shall consider waiver 

of support and alimony but not 
child support.

It’s no secret that in the event of
separation, a dependent spouse – one
who isn’t able to be self-supporting – is
entitled to receive temporary alimony.
This same dependent spouse might be
entitled to also receive long-term
alimony. In a prenup, however, the
obligation to pay support and alimony
can be waived. Don’t forget that
although the parties may waive spousal
support in a prenup, child support
may not be waived (Knorr v. Knorr).
5. Thou shall consider legal

responsibility beyond the grave.
In Pennsylvania, you can disinherit

your children but not your spouse.
The probate code provides the surviving
spouse with a number of important
rights, including the right to elect
against the decedent spouse’s will.
However, in a prenup these rights may
be waived, wholly or partially. In
consideration for the waiver, a
sweetener of life insurance to the
spouse might be necessary.
6. Thou shall clearly define date

of separation.
It is critical to define the date of

separation because it is the cutoff date
for the acquisition of marital assets
and the waiting period for divorce.
Under current case law, you can be
separated even though living together

and not be separated even though you
are living in different residences. Do
not let a judge decide what triggers a
separation; let the parties decide. It’s
too important.
7. Thou shall consider sanction

provisions for breach of the agreement
or an unsuccessful challenge to the
prenup.
Should you include sanction

provisions for breach of the prenup?
Absolutely! But also include a provision
allowed by law that directs the party
who unsuccessfully challenges the
agreement to pay for counsel fees.
8. Thou shall consider what law

shall apply to enforce and interpret
the prenup.
The laws governing prenups are

not uniform. Therefore, you must
consider including a choice-of-law
provision. In Pennsylvania, if full
financial disclosure was made, the
prenup is valid regardless of fairness –
(Simeone v. Simeone). For extra
protection, include an indemnification
provision in the event that a waiver of
certain rights (temporary support) is
against public policy in the state
whose law applies.
9. Thou shall without fail fully

disclose the parties’ respective assets
and financial condition.
If both parties voluntarily enter

into the prenup with full knowledge of
each other’s assets and liabilities, it is
enforceable in Pennsylvania. A detailed
acknowledgement by each party that
full and fair disclosure has been made
is a must. Incorporate and attach to
the prenup a comprehensive schedule
of assets.
10. Thou shall include a provision

that each party has counsel or had
the opportunity to seek the advice
of counsel.
Pennsylvania does not require that

the parties retain or even seek the
advice of counsel before entering into
the prenup. However, lack of counsel
might cause the judge to invalidate
the agreement due to fraud or duress.
Therefore, recite that either party
has counsel or has been advised to
obtain counsel.
Although following these Ten

Commandments will reduce risk of
being disbarred, it is not an exhaustive
list. Based upon best practice and the
unique issues in your matter, additional
terms and provisions should be a
consideration for your prenup. 
Good Luck! n
Mr. Horoho and Mr. Gruener are partners
in the family law firm of Gentile, Horoho
& Avalli, P.C. They both teach family law
courses at the University of Pittsburgh
School of Law.
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Ken Horoho Harry J. Gruener

Notwithstanding the benefits that flow to both parties“

”

from a prenup, many people find the concept totally
unromantic, a betrayal of trust or downright repugnant.
This is perfectly understandable. A collision between
romance and finance is never pretty. However, on a purely
intellectual level, the benefits to be gained and the
divorce rates compel family lawyers to educate their
clients on the advantages offered by prenups.
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Constitutionality of state’s Grandparent Statute
in question in case featuring divorced, fit parents
By Dorothy Wolbert

On Sept. 8, 2015, the Hon. Harry
Smail of the Court of Common Pleas of
Westmoreland County issued an order
and opinion in D.P. and B.P. vs. G.J.P. and
A.P., which may cause the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court to review the constitu-
tionality of Pennsylvania’s Grandparent
Statute, 23 Pa.C.S. 5325, Subsection 2.
This statute grants standing for grand-
parents to seek partial custody in
circumstances where the parents have
been separated for at least six months
or have commenced a divorce action. 
This case was appealed, and

transferred directly to the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court, where a decision has
yet to be made. The principal question
on appeal appears to be whether
conferring automatic standing on
grandparents to seek custody of their
grandchildren violates the fundamental
rights of otherwise fit parents.
In D.P. and B.P. vs. G.J.P. and A.P.,

paternal grandparents pursued
custody of their grandchildren citing
they had standing under 23 Pa.C.S.
§5325(2). The parents in this case are
divorced but jointly filed a motion to
dismiss the grandparents’ action for
custody. They argued that §5325(2)
violates their due process and equal
protection rights under the U.S.
Constitution’s 14th Amendment. In
his opinion, Smail granted the parents’
motion to dismiss and agreed that
§5325(2) does violate the parents’ due
process and equal protection rights

when fit parents jointly make the
decision to exclude grandparents
from their children’s lives.
Smail further opined that §5325(2)

infringes on parents’ fundamental rights
as it permits a court to “override the
otherwise valid decision of one or both
separated parents with no required
finding of unfitness.” Smail distin-
guished §5325(2) from Subsections (1)
and (3) of the statute, which grants
standing to grandparents in instances
of serious emotional trauma; whereas,
Subsection (2) permits grandparents
to seek standing simply because of

marital status. Smail questions
whether “the mere fact of separation”
gives the “fair assumption that the
child is without proper parental
supervision or care” to warrant
grandparent intervention.
The judge noted that although

predecessor grandparent statutes
have been found constitutional, the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court has not
specifically ruled on the constitutionality
of current §5325. He further distinguished
the following Pennsylvania cases, which
have addressed the constitutionality of
the predecessor grandparent statutes.  
• In Hiller v. Fausey, 904 A.2d 875

(Pa. 2006), the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court held that the grandparent statute
did not violate due process, as it was
narrowly tailored to provide standing
to grandparents whose child had died. 
• In Schmehl v. Wegelin, 927 A.2d

183 (Pa. 2007), the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court found that the predecessor
grandparent statute did not violate a
parent’s equal protection rights when
paternal grandparents sought custody
after a mother had denied visitation to
them following the divorce. Despite
this, Smail points to the Hon. Ralph
Cappy’s dissent in that case as
persuasive. The dissent suggested
that in upholding the statute on equal
protection grounds, courts are finding
that divorced or separated parents are
inherently less fit to parent in comparison
to married parents. Id. at 192-193.
Ultimately, Smail confirms two key

distinctions from this case to the past

case law – the parents are asserting
that both due process and equal
protection rights have been violated,
and these parents agree that the grand-
parents should not have standing.
Smail finds it “dubious at best” to

direct that grandparents may automati-
cally have standing even when parents
who are merely separated or divorced
agree to limit grandparent contact with
their children. The judge acknowledges
that §5328 provides factors to determine
whether it is in the best interests of the
child for the grandparents to have
actual custody, but it appears he
believes §5325(2) still permits the
court to ignore the parents’ wishes.
Finally, Smail cited that other states

have considered parents’ wishes in
granting grandparent visitation.
Specifically, California’s code – Cal.
Fam. Code §3103(d) – indicates there is
a rebuttable presumption that grand-
parent visitation is not in the best
interests of the child when the parents
agree there should be no visitation.
It will be interesting to see how the

Pennsylvania Supreme Court handles
this case. It can choose to decline
consideration of the constitutional
issues, remand the case back to Smail
to develop a record and/or make a
finding regarding the constitutionality
of the statute. Further, it will be
interesting to see whether this decision
impacts only cases where the parents
agree, or whether it will have an

Dorothy Wolbert

Continued on page 15
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Make sure alimony terms meet IRS regulations
By Christine Gale

Alimony, whether by order or
agreement, must adhere to Internal
Revenue Service regulations. Agreements
cannot overrule alimony regulations.
If you receive an order for alimony, be
sure that the judge has adhered to
these regulations and if not, ask for a
reconsideration so as to correct any
error and to avoid a costly appeal.
Payors of alimony do not have to

withhold for taxes on the payments,
unless the payments are to a nonresident
alien of a country that does not have a
tax treaty with the United States.
Payees should pay estimated tax
payments so as to avoid any penalty
for nonpayment of taxes throughout
the year.
A pointer to safeguard against an

Internal Revenue Service audit is for
the parties to agree that during each
year that alimony is to be paid, they
will coordinate their tax reporting so
as to report the same amount of alimony
to be deducted or included.  
Should your alimony payment not

be recognized by the Internal Revenue
Service as alimony, the obligation may
be dischargeable in bankruptcy.
Alimony is not dischargeable, but if
the agreed-upon alimony doesn’t pass
muster with the IRS, it can be wiped
away in bankruptcy.
It is essential to review Section 71

of the Internal Revenue Code – which
addresses the inclusion of alimony in
a recipient’s income – and Section 215,
which addresses the deductibility on
the payor’s return.

• Payments must be in cash or its
equivalent. It cannot be the transfer of
real estate, vehicles, investments, etc.
A payment can be made to a third
party, such as a direct payment of a
mortgage provided that the payor is
not otherwise obligated on such debt.
If so, only the obligee’s responsibility
is deductible as alimony.
• Payments must be paid pursuant

to a written agreement or order of court.
Confirming letters between counsel
will suffice, as will the transcript of an
agreement placed on the record in
court. Payments of retroactive arrears
can be deducted, but not payments made
prior to the entrance of the document.
• Payments cannot be designated as

not being includable in the gross income
of the payee or deductible to the payor.

The court can designate that a payment
will not be considered alimony, but you
cannot call something alimony when it
does not satisfy the IRS regulations.
• The payor and payee cannot be

members of the same household except
for the first 30 days of the obligation.
• Payments cannot survive the

death of the payee or be owed to the
payee’s estate. Payments of arrears
can be made after the death of the
payee. Life insurance can be maintained
to secure the financial benefits.  
• Payments cannot be seen as child

support. Alimony cannot end or be
reduced six months before or after the
parties’ child’s 18th or 21st birthday
or local age of majority, or another
significant event, such as marriage or
leaving school.  
• Alimony cannot be front loaded.

You cannot have hefty alimony payments
in the first two years that alimony is to
be paid or you may find that there will
be a recapture during the third post-
separation year. To avoid this, you
need to compare the second- and
third-year payments. If the amount
paid in the third year plus $15,000 is
less than the amount paid in the

second year, the excess is recaptured.
The second calculation is a comparison
of the first year to the adjusted average
of the second and third years. If this
average plus $15,000 is less than the
payments in the first year, the excess
will be recaptured. Some exceptions
apply to these recapture rules.
If the payments are rejected by the

Internal Revenue Service, not only
will the payments made in the year of
the determination of rejection be
subject to non-deductibility status, but
the IRS can go back to the beginning
of the alimony payments – even years
prior – and your client may be faced
with tax obligations for the nonaccepted
alimony payments, as well as be
subjected to penalties and interest. n

Christine Gale is a shareholder in the
Pittsburgh law firm of Frank, Gale,
Bails, Murcko, & Pocrass, P.C. She is the
past chair of the Pennsylvania Bar
Association Family Law Section, a
former co-chair of its Legislative
Committee, a former council member of
the Allegheny County Bar Association
Family Law Section and former co-chair
of its Legislative Committee.
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impact on cases where only one
parent wishes to exclude the grand-
parents. No matter the result, those of
us practicing family law will be
keeping a close eye on its outcome, as
any change to the statute could

GRANDPARENT STATUTE
continued from page 14

have an immense impact on grand-
parents’ rights. n

Dorothy C. Wolbert is co-chair of the
Family Law practice at Burns White. She
has experience in a wide range of simple
and complex divorce, custody and support
matters, as well as collaborative cases.
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Special Immigrant Juvenile status:
Protecting abused, neglected or abandoned minors in Allegheny County

By Samantha Tamburro and
Nicola Henry-Taylor 

At an age when many American
children are deciding which selfie to
post on Facebook or debating the
merits of video game systems, many
Central American children feel
compelled to leave their home and
travel alone across several countries
and borders. With the goal of finding
work to support families back home or
simply to escape increasing violence,
they are given little food, money and
clothing and might be left alone or –
even worse – turned over to a human
smuggler known as a “coyote” to
guide the journey north. As young as
age 12, these children travel by car,
bus, raft or foot across deserts and
over rivers in a sort of underground
railroad system. The journey is fraught
with danger, and the sad reality is that
many children disappear or are killed
along the way. Many are caught
crossing the border or after arrival
and do not realize that this may have
saved their lives.
In response to the humanitarian

crisis resulting by these unaccompanied
minors, Congress amended the
Immigration and Nationality Act in
1990 to create the Special Immigrant
Juvenile status, which affords protection
that previously wasn’t available. In 2008,
the Trafficking Victims Protection
and Reauthorization Act changed the
eligibility requirements for SIJ status
and streamlined certain procedures.
Parts of the country along the Mexico
border and cities that have high
immigrant populations have felt and
seen the impact of the changes early
on. Recently, Allegheny County,
too, has experienced an increase in
SIJ cases.
A child who has entered the United

States undocumented and without
inspection is presumed guilty and
subject to removal; however, children
who are in need of humanitarian
protection because they have been
abused, abandoned or neglected by a
parent are eligible for SIJ status. This
allows these vulnerable children to
immediately apply for lawful permanent
resident status – i.e. “green card”
status. However, it is important that
children understand that if they
obtain permanent residency through
SIJ status then they won’t be able to
apply for green cards for their parents
or siblings. 
To qualify for SIJ status, a child

must be unmarried and under 21

years of age at the time of filing with
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services, physically present in the
United States and have a qualifying
juvenile court order. The children
who are SIJ come from a variety of
circumstances, including being in
federal custody without parents or
legal guardians, being in a state’s
child welfare system and being in the
court-ordered custody of a state
agency or individual. The U.S.
juvenile court system has jurisdiction
under state law to make judicial
determinations about the custody and
care of children. The court order
establishing that a child is abused,
abandoned or neglected may come
from juvenile, family, orphans,
dependency, guardianship, probate
and delinquency courts.
As Allegheny County began to see

an increase in SIJ cases, the Children’s
Court administrators recommended to
the Hon. Kim Berkeley Clark, admin-
istrative judge for Family Division,
that families and children would benefit
if the court assigned one judge to
develop the necessary expertise and
hear all matters involving requests
for SIJ status. The Hon. Eleanor L.
Bush was chosen in light of her prior
experience overseeing the training for
the Statewide Adoption Network and
serving as former Legal Director
for KidsVoice.
The timing of the new procedures

for SIJ cases in Family Division
appears to be perfect.
“Coincidentally, at the time court

administration was developing
standard procedures, I presided over
a dependency matter involving a

family of Bhutanese refugees,” Bush
said. “I was asked whether I’d be
willing to take on the responsibility
for SIJ matters, and I was happy
to accept.”
Regardless if a practitioner is

proceeding with the case as a confor-
mation of custody or dependency
petition, the proceeding to determine
if a child is abused, abandoned or
neglected for purposes of SIJ are
required federally to be on the record.
Therefore it cannot be decided in
Motions Court.
Bush has designated one afternoon

per month for SIJ matters. She
suggests that if the petitioner has
standing to file a custody complaint
and there is no existing Family
Division matter, then the attorney
should see the Family Division docket
clerk and advise him that the matter
involves an SIJ request and should be
assigned to her. The attorney then can
prepare a motion requesting a hearing
date and sign it up as an uncontested
motion with her. Bush will schedule
the matter. If a Family Division docket
already exists with a different judge,
an attorney still can prepare a motion
requesting a hearing date with her but
should provide a courtesy copy of the
motion to the judge of record.
Bush noted that she intends to revise

her standard operating procedures to

add information about SIJ.
Locally, Jewish Family & Children’s

Services has offered services assisting
indigent and vulnerable immigrants
and refugees since its inception in
1937. Jamie Englert, the supervisor of
legal services at JF&CS, attorney
Joyce Ramirez and attorney Sheila
Velez have worked on unaccompanied
minor cases for some time now.
“JF&CS received a small grant

through the Vera Institute of Justice in
2014 to help children with know your
rights presentations and legal
representation in Immigration
Court,” Englert said. “That grant
opportunity was made unavailable to
this region due to the low numbers of
unaccompanied alien children in the
area as compared to other cities in the
United States. Since the grant ended
in 2015, JF&CS has continued to help
these children and has absorbed the
cost. We currently have approximately
22 cases with the equivalent of 1.25
full-time employees working on
these cases.”
JF&CS is in urgent need of Spanish

speaking family law practitioners
who are willing to volunteer time on
SIJ cases to do interviews with clients
and drafting the petitions. Even
though fluency in another language
is beneficial, all family law 
practitioners are encouraged to
donate a little time and energy to
help these children. n

Samantha Tamburro is a fourth-year
evening student at Duquesne University
School of Law who serves as the lead
law clerk and office manager for the
Law Office of Nicola Henry-Taylor, LLC.
She previously served as vice president
for Tienda La Jimenez Inc., which ran
three establishments that served the
Hispanic community. Nicola Henry-
Taylor is the owner of the Law Office of
Nicola Henry-Taylor, LLC, which
provides litigation-based legal services
in Allegheny, Beaver, Westmoreland and
Butler counties. The practice focuses on
criminal law – including federal, state
and juvenile cases – and family law,
including protection from abuse, custody,
dependency and support.

Nicola Henry-Taylor and Samantha Tamburro
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Tips, tricks for navigating Family Division filings
for those who aren’t family law practitioners
By Stephanie Kogut

As with every practice field, family
law has eccentricities that can make
or break a case’s progress and,
inevitably, a client’s happiness. As
technology has advanced and more
practitioners are working away from
the city in suburbs and small towns,
the demand for electronic filing has
increased dramatically. Although
filing pleadings seems second-nature
to most practitioners, there are
helpful strategies for making the most
of your client’s time and money when
venturing into the Allegheny County
Family Division.
It might come as a surprise that

even within the division filing practices
differ between subject matter – a
complaint in divorce is handled
differently than a complaint for
custody, and a complaint in support is
a whole other animal.
First and foremost, petitions for

protection from abuse must be filed in
person. No ifs, ands or buts about it!
Complaints in divorce that do not

include a count for custody are the
simplest filing. They can be e-filed on
the Department of Court Records’
website. E-filing a divorce complaint
is often the most cost-effective
approach for suburban attorneys
because they can avoid the added
expense of traveling downtown. When
clients see the cost of filing, they’ll be
happy the attorney thought ahead!

Conversely, complaints for custody
and divorce complaints with a custody
count must be filed in person. This
requirement is in place due to the fact
that a scheduling order – which is
obtained at the Generations desk in
the Family Division Building – is
required prior to filing a claim for
custody. There is no avoiding the “in-
person” aspect of filing for custody.
Finally, most perplexing, is the

process for filing a complaint in
support. A pleading to establish
support can be filed in person at the
Allegheny Building, through first-class
mail or online through the new e-filing
service through the Pennsylvania Child
Support program.
The new e-filing process can be

frustrating for clients and practitioners,
so I find it prudent to alert clients to
the potential downfalls of e-filing support
complaints. Yes, e-filing is simple and
faster in theory; however, when e-filing,
retroactivity (the date to which the
order “starts”) does not start to run
until the complaint is processed – not
filed – by the support department. I’ve
witnessed delays of more than two
months between the filing date of an
online complaint and the processing date.
This lag time could cost clients thousands
of dollars, all in the name of convenience.
Aside from the initial filings, there

are eccentricities related to family
court filings that may not be apparent
to practitioners who specialize in
other areas of law. Some pleadings

(custody exceptions) can be filed
online, while others (support exceptions)
are to be filed in person and not
accessible from the public docket.  
Scheduling must be done in person,

as there are several staff members
who are assigned to schedule various
court appearances. This scheduling
conundrum can be tricky for non-
family law practitioners.
For example, a few months ago, a

colleague who is well versed in Civil
Division law, but interested in
developing a small family practice,
asked me why his judicial conciliation
had not been scheduled. The problem
arose because, months prior, he had
filed his Praecipe for Conciliation as

he would have in Civil Division, and
he failed to first stop by the appropriate
docket clerk. Family Division differs,
advantageously, in that attorneys must
obtain their date prior to filing their
Praecipe – the date is not scheduled
by the court, thus making it easier to
work around calendars and set a plan
with your clients.
Fortunately for practitioners who

wish to delve into the complex world of
family law, the Family Court frequently
updates a court manual that can be
found on the Fifth Judicial Court website.
This easy-to-read manual provides
guidance to family practitioners and
non-family practitioners alike.
That said, I encourage practitioners

to file pleadings in person, especially
in Family Division, as no amount of
consulting a manual will replace face-
to-face contact with clerks and support
staff. You never know when you might
have a question or problem, and having
a friendly working relationship with
the employees who understand the
system can save your clients, and you,
hours of heartache and hundreds of
legal dollars. n

Stephanie J. Kogut is an associate
attorney with the law firm of
Goehring, Rutter & Boehm, where her
practice focuses on all aspects of
family law. She has assisted countless
clients in navigating through complex
divorce, custody and support issues
throughout Western Pennsylvania.
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Pa. Supreme Court orders stepparent to pay child support

By Melaine Shannon Rothey

Did the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court really order a stepparent to pay
child support for his former spouse’s
biological children? Yes, under 
circumstances in which the stepfather
took affirmative legal action to
assume the same parental rights as a
biological parent, they did.
In A.S. v. I.S., ___ A.3d ___ (Pa.

2015) (WL 9485233), our Supreme
Court, on Dec. 29, 2015, reversed the
Superior Court, which had affirmed
the decision of the Montgomery County
trial court.
The appellant, I.S., is the biological

mother of twin sons born in 1998. She
married the stepfather appellee – A.S. –
in Serbia in 2005, and the family relocated
to Pennsylvania. After the parties
separated in 2009, they informally
shared physical custody of the children.
In the spring of 2012, the mother

graduated from law school and took
the California bar exam, with the
intent to move to California in the fall.
The stepfather filed a complaint for
custody and an emergency petition, in
which he asserted that he stood in loco
parentis, seeking to prevent her from
relocating the children. The emergency
petition was granted, and an order
was issued granting the mother
primary custody, with partial custody
to the stepfather. Shortly after the
entry of these orders, the mother filed
a complaint for child support against
the stepfather.  
After a hearing, the trial court

granted the stepfather in loco parentis
standing and expanded his custodial

time to an equally shared physical
custody schedule.  
At a support conference the following

month, a support master dismissed
the mother’s complaint for child
support, finding that the stepfather
did not have a duty to support the
children because he was not their
biological father. The mother filed
exceptions, which were dismissed and
the master’s decision was affirmed.
She also appealed to the Superior
Court, which affirmed the trial court in
an unpublished memorandum opinion
dated May 28, 2014. The Supreme
Court granted allocator to address the
issue of whether a former stepparent
who has pursued and been granted
equally shared physical custody of his
stepchildren should be relieved of the
duty to contribute to the children’s
support, along with the issue of how to
calculate that support if it is owed.  
In an opinion authored by the Hon.

Max Baer and joined by the Hon.
Debra Todd and the Hon. Correale
Stevens, the Supreme Court acknowl-
edged that the issue of a stepparent’s
liability for child support, under the
particular circumstances of this case,
was a matter of first impression. Baer
began by recognizing that prior
Superior Court decisions have
deemed a “parent” for child-support
purposes as someone other than a
biological or adoptive parent.
Specifically, in Hamilton v. Hamilton,
795 A.2d 401 (Pa. Super. 2002), the
Superior Court found that a stepfather –
who had signed an acknowledgement
of paternity even though he was not
the child’s biological father and who

had treated the child as his own – was
liable for child support. Also, in L.S.K.
v. H.A.N., 813 A.2d 872 (Pa. Super.
2002), the Superior Court held a
woman was obligated to pay child
support for five children born to her
former same-sex partner, where the
parties had agreed to raise a family
and both women acted as the 
children’s parents.  
While reiterating that in loco parentis

status alone and/or reasonable acts to
maintain a post-separation relationship
with stepchildren are insufficient to
obligate a stepparent to pay child
support, the Supreme Court found,
under the facts of this case, in which
the stepfather “insisted upon and

became a full parent in every sense of
that concept,” he should share in the
parental obligation to financially
support the children. The court stated,
“[e]quity prohibits Stepfather from
disavowing his parental status to avoid
a support obligation to the children he
so vigorously sought to parent.” Having
found a duty to support, the court
concluded its decision by finding that
applying the child-support guidelines,
as found in the Rules of Civil Procedure,
was appropriate.
In dissent, Chief Justice Thomas

Saylor expressed a lack of comfort
with the majority’s “fashioning of a
new doctrine of parentage,” and he
opined that as it was the Pennsylvania
Legislature – in the 2011 revisions to
the custody statute – that provided
for custody rights to a person in loco
parentis, it is the legislature that
should address the child-support issue
presented in this case. 
The stepfather’s petition for

reargument is pending before the
Supreme Court. n
Melaine Shannon Rothey chairs the
Family Law Practice Group at Jones,
Gregg, Creehan & Gerace, LLP. She is
president-elect of the ACBA.

Melaine Shannon Rothey

The Supreme Court found, under“

”

the facts of this case, in which the
stepfather ‘insisted upon and became
a full parent in every sense of that
concept,’ he should share in the
parental obligation to financially
support the children.



Meyer, Unkovic &
Scott announces that it
has re-elected Patricia
Dodge to serve as its
managing partner. The
firm has elected
Christopher Smith Jr.
and re-elected Robert
Dauer to serve on the
management committee.
Dodge – who has been
managing partner of
Meyer, Unkovic & Scott
since 2012 – represents
a wide range of foreign and domestic corporations, closely-held businesses,
municipal agencies and individuals in connection with complex commercial
litigation, securities fraud, products liability and land-use litigation. Dauer
chairs the firm’s creditor’s rights and bankruptcy group, and his practice focuses
on corporate, commercial, securities and bankruptcy legal matters and litigation.
Smith is co-chair of the firm’s associate group. He represents lenders, borrowers,
purchasers, property owners, tenants and sellers in all matters related to real
estate, including buying, selling and developing property; commercial and
residential lending; property leases; zoning matters and oil and gas leases.
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Lawyers’ Mart
APPRAISALS

ANTIQUE AUTO APPRAISALS for all vehicles 1900 to
1990. Expert Witness. Diminished Value. Certified
Appraiser - K. Merusi. 412-731-2878.

CAREER CONSULTING
CHRIS MILLER, J.D. – 20+ years providing confidential
career consulting services for lawyers in transition.
412-926-5207. www.millercareerconsulting.com.

DOCUMENT EXAMINER/
HANDWRITING

J. WRIGHT LEONARD, BCFE, CDE. Certified. Experienced
in Federal, State & Local Courts. Testimony in Civil &
Criminal Matters. 215-735-4000.

ECONOMIST/
VOC. EXPERT

WM. HOUSTON REED, Ph.D. – 25+yrs. of forensic
economics & vocational eval. expertise in one report.
1-888-620-8933.

ESTATE PLANNING
IF YOUR CLIENTS ARE CONSIDERING CHARITABLE
GIVING as part of their estate planning The Pittsburgh
Presbytery Foundation can provide a means to support
charitable work helping those in need throughout SW
Pennsylvania. For more information contact the Foundation
at www.pghpresbytery.org/pghpresbyterianfdn.htm or
Rev. Dr. Douglas Portz at 412-323-1400 Ext 318.

OFFICE SPACE
GREAT SUBLET OPPORTUNITY WITH LAW FIRM IN THE
WEXFORD/CRANBERRY AREA. Convenient location.
Furnished offices. On-site parking. Short term leases
available. Rates/amenities negotiable. 724-799-8404.

PROCESS SERVICE
INVESTIGATING

THE IMPOSSIBLE WE DO RIGHT AWAY! MIRACLES
TAKE A LITTLE TIME. EMPIRE INVESTIGATION 
(412) 921-4046. Visit us on our website,
www.empireinv.com.

METRO PROCESS SERVICE – 412-944-8601.

Ryan D. Breen
of the Breen Law
Firm LLC was
elected to the
board of directors
for the Pittsburgh
North Regional
Chamber. Breen
represents clients
in the areas of
criminal, divorce,
family, employment
and juvenile law.  

People on the Move
Dickie, McCamey & Chilcote, P.C.,

announces the addition of Marjorie
Bagnato as an associate. She is a

member of the
firm’s commercial
law and litigation
practice group. 

Dingess, Foster,
Luciana, Davidson
& Chleboski, LLP
is pleased to
announce that David
Meredith has joined
the firm as an asso-
ciate attorney. 

News and Notes
Peters Town-

ship Council
recently appointed
Meyer, Unkovic &
Scott LLP attorney
and Township
Councilman Frank
Kosir Jr. to serve
as the Township
Representative on
the South Hills Area
Council of Govern-
ment. SHACOG – a
voluntary organi-

zation of municipalities located
predominantly in the South Hills of
Allegheny County – meets regularly to
discuss and study community challenges
and to seek solutions to common problems.
It also coordinates and administers
programs of regional interest that
benefit member municipal govern-
ments. Kosir is of counsel to Meyer,
Unkovic & Scott and works in the
firm’s real estate and lending, litigation
and dispute resolution, construction
law and energy and mineral rights groups.
He has nearly 15 years of experience
working on all matters related to real
estate and development law.

Bar Briefs

Frank
Kosir Jr.

David
Meredith

Ryan D.
Breen

Patricia
Dodge

Christopher
Smith Jr.

Robert
Dauer

Change in Status
By order of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, attorney Tiffany Reece

Clark’s Petition for Reinstatement is granted. This reinstatement took effect on
Feb. 17.

By order of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, attorney Pamela A.
McCallum’s Petition for Reinstatement is granted. This reinstatement took
effect on Feb. 17.

By order of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, attorney Daniel James
Domenick has been placed on temporary suspension from the practice of law.
This suspension took effect on Feb. 22.

Collaborative approach to
divorce helps minimize
harm to families
By Susan DiGirolamo,
Jeffrey Pollock and
Lisa Standish

We all know that couples considering
divorce dread the damage it can cause
themselves and their children. The
collaborative divorce process is designed
to work with the specific dynamics of
divorcing families to minimize that
damage. Because divorce typically
involves legal, financial and emotional
issues, the collaborative process uses
professionals from each of these
areas to address the unique needs of
each family. 
The process involves a team

approach that offers clients a full
range of support in moving from
intact to newly structured family.
Professional teams consist of:
• two collaboratively trained

attorneys, one to represent the interests
of each client;
• a neutral collaborative coach,

who guides the entire team through-
out the process and helps it to focus on
solutions and to manage conflict; 
• a neutral collaborative financial

professional, who gathers information
and helps the team identify and assess
settlement options.
Among other requirements, The

International Academy of Collaborative
Professionals sets a standard of a
minimum of 14 hours of collaborative
training before professionals may
engage in collaborative practice. The
largest local practice group – the
Collaborative Law Association of
Southwestern Pennsylvania – also
requires members to obtain at least
30 hours of mediation training.
Continuing education is encouraged
and necessary to excel in meeting the
needs of collaborative clientele.
When couples choose the collaborative

process to resolve their issues, that
process begins with the signing of a
participation agreement that specifies
the nature and scope of the matter and
a commitment by the parties to
voluntarily disclose all information
that is relevant and material to the
matters being decided. The agreement
also spells out a commitment by the
parties to use good-faith efforts in
negotiating a mutually acceptable

settlement and an acknowledgement
that each party’s lawyer will withdraw if
any contested court proceeding occurs.
Once the team is formed and the

agreement is signed, the process can
begin. Before each full-team meeting,
the professional team meets to plan
the agenda and discuss ways in which
to overcome potential obstacles and
have a successful meeting. Clients
also provide input regarding topics to
be discussed at each full meeting.
Full-team meetings follow the agenda
unless everyone present agrees to a
change. Maintaining this consistent
structure reduces clients’ anxiety,
which enables them to concentrate on
creative problem solving. A typical
meeting involves reviewing unfinished
business from the prior meeting, sharing
and discussing new information, nego-
tiating interim agreements and planning
the agenda for the next meeting. 
Negotiation is interest-based. The

team elicits information from the
clients about their goals for themselves,
their family and the process itself.
These goals are recorded and later
referenced to test the consequences of
settlement options being considered.
After each meeting, the attorneys

privately debrief with their clients.
The professional team then debriefs
and plans for the next full meeting.
This process continues until all issues
are resolved.

In many ways, the collaborative
process is all about relationships. The
process fosters respect among the
participants and helps them to
communicate in an open and secure
environment. It often enables spouses
to coexist after their marriage is
dissolved and helps them to communi-
cate better after their divorce. To be
able to do so is invaluable, particularly
when the parties have children, no
matter what their ages.
Other advantages include: 
Privacy – Negotiations and agree-

ments as documents normally are not
filed, and therefore not available on
the Internet docket. 
Control – Participants control the

pace and scheduling of meetings. They
are not bound by court schedules,
dockets or statutory considerations. 

Continued on page 22
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Client-centered negotiations – The
collaborative approach considers the
interests of individuals and families in
arriving at mutually acceptable
resolutions. In addressing the goals and
interests of both parties, the collabo-
rative team can develop creative,
tailored solutions, as opposed to being
forced to adhere to statutes and rules
not designed for the particular family.  
Clients directly participate in

controlling the process and the
outcomes. They are never forced to
do or agree to anything. Members of
the collaborative professional team
use their skills not to compete with
one another but rather to bring to bear
their collective experience to help
clients find mutually beneficial
solutions. The team places as much
value on the relationship that will exist
in the restructured family as in reaching
mutually acceptable outcomes. n

Susan DiGirolamo is a sole practitioner
focused on collaborative law, mediation
and other negotiated resolutions of
disputes. Attorney/mediator Jeffrey
Pollock has provided legal services to
the Pittsburgh community for 28 years,
mainly in family/juvenile law & criminal
defense services, most of which have
been in solo practice. He was one of the
three co-creators of Collaborative Law
Association of Southwestern Pennsylvania
and he follows the tenet that “Discussion
in collaborative law is an exchange of
knowledge; whereas arguing in litigation
is usually an exchange of ignorance.”
Lisa Standish is a solo practitioner who
focuses her practice on Collaborative
Law and family law.  

Susan DiGirolamo

COLLABORATIVE APPROACH
continued from page 20

Jeffrey Pollock

Lisa Standish

Family lawyers must maintain a
level of competence regarding
technology and must keep abreast of
the law regarding technology. But the
real impact of social media is that we
must think differently about how we
handle a case and the advice that we
give to clients. We must affirmatively
consider how social media may
impact our case and must counsel our

SOCIAL MEDIA AND E-EVIDENCE
continued from page 12

clients accordingly. We must consider
how to use electronic evidence to our
advantage. It is, after all, a brave
new world! n

Mary Sue Ramsden is a founding
shareholder in the family law firm of
Raphael Ramsden and Behers. She is a
zealous client advocate, counselling
family law clients for 37 years, who also
advises clients about the Brave New
World of social media.

arises when there is more than one
child – or with KidsVoice – then an
attorney from the Allegheny County
Office of Conflict Counsel will 
be assigned.
Wait – the possibilities for counsel

haven’t yet been exhausted. There are
a multitude of reasons why a child
might be represented by more than
one attorney: A dependent child can
have counsel to represent their
interests as an adult in addition to the
assigned GAL; if a criminal aspect to
the case exists involving the child as
actor, they will have representation to
protect their interests in case of self-

DEPENDENCY COURT
continued from page 10

incrimination; and if siblings have
competing interests, they will be
represented by separate GALs.
To recap, there can be one or two

attorneys from Allegheny County
representing CYF; one to three (or
more) attorneys representing parents;
and, at least one attorney for the
children, with the possibility of two or
more if needed. With up to eight
attorneys present for a hearing, no
wonder there was no room for my
client at the table. n

Sally Thomas is a solo practitioner at
Sally Thomas Law, LLC, and a conflict
parent-advocate attorney as assigned by
Allegheny County. She practices adult
and juvenile family law. 

The Pittsburgh Legal Journal provides the ACBA
members with timely, precedent-setting, full text
opinions, from various divisions of the Court of

Common Pleas. These opinions can be viewed in a
searchable format on the ACBA website, www.acba.org.
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Holding the 2016 HSBD Young Leader Award, Tony L. Thompson flashes
a smile while posing with his award.

In cross-examination,
you don’t always have
to get to the ‘yes’
By Pauline Calabrese

Sex and romance fill the fantasies
of 23-year-olds, except for law students.
In law school, fantasies include scathing
cross-examination, with the witness
breaking down and answering “yes” to
every brilliant question asked:
“Isn’t it true that you were there on

the night of the murder?”
“Yes.”
“And isn’t it true that you shot and

killed so and so?”
“Yes,” the witness says, sobbing.
“And isn’t it true that I’m the best

attorney in the world?”
“Yes. Yes. Yes,” the witness concedes,

as the judge emphatically nods in
agreement from the bench.
Well, it usually does not work like

that in the real world. In reality, even
with tools such as Pa.R.C.P.
§ 1915.8(b), which permits both parties
to cross-examine the court-appointed
psychologist in custody matters,
events can go awry.
During a custody trial of mine, I

represented a father who was seeking
primary physical custody of his
children because of the mother’s drug
addiction. It was almost impossible
for either of the attorneys to get cross-
examination to go the way it goes in
the movies.
“Your name is Dr. John Smith?”
“No. My NAME is John Smith. My

title is doctor.”
Oh, good. He’s going to be difficult.
“Doctor, you are aware that Mother

has reported that she routinely sees a
red-eyed dog in her yard?”
“Yes.”
“And you are aware, doctor, that

Mother has told the children that the
dog has come to steal their souls?”
“Yes.”
“Doctor, hallucinations of this type

are consistent with narcotic-induced
psychosis, correct?”
“I am not a medical doctor.”
“But in your 20 years of experience,

which includes experience with drug-
addicted parents, this hallucination is
consistent with narcotic-induced
psychosis, correct?”
“Well, Mother reported to me that

this was ‘a religious experience.’”
What a huge coincidence; this

religious experience happens only
when mom takes a handful of Vicodin.
Cross-examination continued in

this vein. Clearly the judge could make
a determination without the witness
expressly answering “yes.”
The next witness, whom I thought

would be the worst witness, ended up
saving the day. The witness was my
client, who was a great guy, but not
very articulate. In fact, but for him being
the father and the moving party, I never
would have called him as a witness.
Much to my chagrin, counsel started

to cross-examine him quite competently:
“Sir, you are Catholic, aren’t you?”
“Yes.”
“And Catholics believe in angels

and saints, don’t they?”
Oh my goodness. Counsel is trying

to legitimize this. And she is on the
brink of doing a great job of it.
“Objection, your honor. My client’s

religion is not relevant.”
The judge slowly swung around in

her chair, looked me dead in the eye
and said, “Religion is always relevant.”
The judge was referring to

Pa.C.S.A. § 5328 relating to the factors
to be considered in custody matters.
Counsel went on:
“And Catholics believe there is a

heaven?”
“Yes.”

“And Catholics believe there is a
hell?”
“Yes.”
“And Catholics believe …”
“Objection, your honor.  My client

is not an expert in Catholicism.”
The judge slowly turned again.
“If he knows the answer, he can

answer.”
Darn! The only objection I have left

is, “Opposing counsel is doing a good
job.” I don’t think that’s in the book.
I’ve got nothing left.
My client continued:
“Look, I’m Catholic.” He paused.
“Jane is Catholic.” He paused.
“We agreed to raise our children

Catholic.”
Geez. Where is he going with this?
“But I don’t believe everything the

Catholic Church teaches. I mean, when
I was a teenager, I didn’t go blind.”
For a split second there was dead

silence in the courtroom. Then the
judge and everyone else burst out in
laughter. That line of questioning was
stopped dead in its tracks. The judge
got the point. In fact, the judge got a
clear picture of the situation without
the psychologist acknowledging the
addiction with an explicit “yes” or the
mother admitting to the addiction.
At every civil trial or hearing what

is being “heard” is the story. Every
story has a theme. In a custody matter,
the theme may be as simple as “the
children are better off with dad.”
Although it is the client who lives the
story, it is the attorney who must tell
it. Certainly the story is being told
through carefully guided, open-ended
direct examination, but during cross-
examination it is the attorney, not the
witness, who tells the story. Regardless
of whether the answer to the question
on cross-examination is “yes” or “no,”
if the facts are set forth with specificity,
the answer is almost superfluous:
“Isn’t it true that you abuse

prescription drugs?”
“No.”
“In fact, you have a long history of

drug abuse, don’t you?”
“No.”
“You were arrested 16 times for

drug-related crimes in 2014 weren’t you?”
“No.”
The witness can continue to deny

the facts asserted, but when the story
is told in relatively rapid fashion with
such specificity, the judge will surely
determine that the witness is not
being forthcoming, as occurred in the
“Case of the Red-Eyed Dog.”
And yes, the father was awarded

primary custody of his children, who
are doing quite well today. n

Pauline Calabrese has been practicing
family law for over 25 years. She presents
family law continuing legal education
courses, has been court-appointed as a
parent advocate and has served as the
supervising attorney for the law clinics
at Duquesne University School of Law.

HSBD Celebrates

Pauline Calabrese

Miracle Jones, a student at University of Pittsburgh School of Law and
Shanicka Kennedy of the public defender’s office flank Chief Public
Defender Elliot Howsie as they chat at the Homer S. Brown Division’s
12th Annual Black History Month Celebration.
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